Breath of God
A practice of creating space for God wherever you are

BIBLE PASSAGE

BREATHING EXERCISE

Acts 17:25b:God is the One
who gives everyone life,
breath--everything.
Read Acts 17:24-28
(Inclusive Bible translation
of text found on back of
page)

BREATH

Belly Breathing
Find a comfortable seat;
place one hand on your belly
and one on your heart. As
you breath in, feel your
chest and belly expand,
filling yourself with God's
presence and love. As
you breath out, feel
your body relax
into God’s
PRAYER
embrace.

(Breath in) I am seeking

STILLNESS
MEDITATION

(Breath out) God is not
far

The Act of Listening:
Find a comfortable seated
position in a quiet place.
Bring your focus to the
sounds you hear. Focus on
just what you hear for 2 to 3
minutes.
What do you hear? Where
is it coming from? Is it a
sound you have noticed
before?

MOVEMENT
MEDITATION

Warrior 2 movement (see
back page for illustration and
have a chair nearby for
balance): From Warrior 2
pose, on an inhale, straighten
your front leg and bring arms
up above your head with
palms together; gaze lifted to
the sky. Exhale to return to
Warrior 2. Repeat 4 to 6
times on each side, linking
each movement with your
inhale and exhale.
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MOVEMENT MEDITATION STARTING POSITION
Warrior 2:
Step right foot forward,
your right toes are pointed
forward and right knee is
bent. Back leg is straight
with toes pointed to the
side. Arms are extended in
one straight line, palms
facing down. Gaze is over
the middle finger of your
right hand.

Acts 17:24-28
For the God who made the world and all that is in it, the
Sovereign of heaven and earth, doesn't live in
sanctuaries made by human hands, and isn't served by
humans, as if in need of anything. No! God is the One
who gives everyone life, breath--everything. From one
person God created all of humankind to inhabit the
entire earth, and set the time for each nation to exist
and the exact place where each nation should dwell.
God did this so that human beings would seek, reach
out for, and perhaps find the One who is not really far
from any of us--the One in whom we live and move and
have our being. As one of your poets has put it, We too
are God's children."
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